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education

University of Dundee (2013-2019)
MArch Architecture with Merit
Thesis Project: Figure, (ground) in
the expanded field: A re-imagining of
Shanghai’s central Business District.
An experimental project focussing on
density theory and avant-garde city
design.
BArch Architecture 2:1
Honours work focussed on a discussion
of contemporary urbanism and the
integration of communities, as well as
developing more practical skills through
an integrated detailed design project, in
addition to other smaller projects.
Firrhill HS, Edinburgh (2007-2013)
Advanced Highers: AC
Highers: AAAABB

publication

Dynamic Stasis (2019)
Dundee Degree Show 2019: Architecture
Selected works
Scotportfolio (2017 &2019)
An online platform featuring outstanding
Scottish Student work. Featured twice.
Level Six Portfolio (2016 &2019)
Annual Student Magazine produced by
Dundee University. Featured twice.
links to the above attached in email

technical ability

Graphics
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe In-design,
Hand drawing
BIM and 3D Modelling
Autodesk AutoCAD, Autodesk Revit,
Autodesk 3DS Max, Sketch-Up
Physical Modelling
Laser Cutting, Woodworking, Hand
crafting

professional experience

profile

Surface-id ( June-Aug 2018 & 2019)
Freelance Designer
Responsibilities mostly focussed on
creating technical detail and spatial
layout drawings for a number of high
profile clients, including Brewdog. I was
able to design aspects such as stairs and
bathrooms and to ensure that furniture
layout was appropriate. I was also
involved in site surveys and preparing
design proposals for outdoor installation
events.

Having recently achieved a
Masters in Architecture from
Dundee University in Scotland, I
am a highly driven and passionate
designer, particularly interested in
the potential of architecture, and
design research, to shape daily lives.
This belief has shaped the way I
approach all design projects and
drives me to ensure all aspects of a
project are considered with the user
at the heart of the process.

CRGP (Aug 2016 - July 2017)
Architectural Assistant (Part 1)
Assistant to an Associate at a medium
sized architecture and Quantity
Surveying practice. I worked on a
range of live projects, gaining valuable
experience of the construction process.
I was responsible for creating detailed
drawing packages and building precise
models using Revit, which honed my
3D modelling skills and professionalism
simultaneously. I was also responsible for
sketch designs for potential projects.

Through my architectural career,
both at university and in multiple
professional environments, this
interest has led me to work on a
variety of projects, from megadense experimental Chinese live/
work infrastructures, to small
clusters of detailed dwellings in
Scottish cities, and everything
in between. This range of project
and work environments I have
experienced has made me a highly
adaptable designer, able to transfer
knowledge and skills easily.

voluntary

ADAS (2013-2019)
Association of Dundee Architecture
Students
Head of Graphics and Marketing 2019
Member 2013-2018
Guest Reviewer (2017)
Critic for younger years mid-reviews

other experience

So Television ( Jul - Aug 2015)
Promotional Team Member
YPlan ( Jul - Sept 2014)
Street Team Supervisor
Edinburgh Leisure (2012-13)
Trampoline Coach
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